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Showcase of Internationally Renowned DC Dynamis Epoxy Adhesives, Bonding, Coatings and
Resins at the Electrical Appartus Service Association 2014 Convention and Exhibition
DeCara Inc., is a world leader manufacturer of industrial DC Dynamis epoxy resins, adhesive,
bonding and coating and is highly recognized for its most advanced and high performance epoxy
formulas. DC Dynamis epoxies and adhesives are custom designed to meet specific industrial needs.
The lines of epoxy include the latest and worldwide used electrical bonding epoxies such as the ZTEC ceramic-filled epoxy pump repair products, the STEEL-TEC steel-filled epoxy repair putty as
well as the EPO Dynaweight Balancing compounds and Pour Flex potting compounds. These latest
products designed for the repair of electrical mechanisms will be showcased exclusively at EASA.

Venice, FL, May 10, 2014 – DeCara Inc. will showcase its industrial line of electrical epoxy coatings and
adhesives at the 2014 EASA, the Electro-Mechanical Authority convention and exhibition in Boston, MA
June 29 - July 4 2014 at Booth #1706. The showcased products includes Z-TEC ceramic-filled epoxy
pump repair products, the STEEL-TEC steel-filled epoxy repair putty as well as the EPO Dynaweight
Balancing compounds and Pour Flex potting compounds.
DeCara Inc. has been inventing, innovating and manufacturing epoxy systems for over 50 years. Over the
years, its line of epoxy has expended to meet the needs of many professionals and industries. DC
Dynamis epoxies are recognized worldwide for its superior industrial quality and are used for marine
applications, construction, automobile and trucks repair purposes as well as the military and food and
medical industries due to its FDA approved epoxy (non-toxic).
Within the last 20 years, DeCara Inc. has focused its efforts to meet the need of the electrical repair
components and is now a world leader in providing epoxy adhesives, putting, bonding, coating to repair
fans and blowers, computer spindles, rollers (printing and paint included) fractional horsepower and large
motors and trim balance for large amount of imbalance. This line has over 20 year proven field history
and is resistant to both R-12 and R-134a.
The use of EPO Dynaweight can save as much as 60% of your balancing time. It eliminates the necessity
of a trial balance. It is non-conductive and eliminates the possibility of electrical shorting due to
balancing. It eliminates many weight location problems.
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The POUR FLEX is a quick setting, pourable, 1:1 by volume mix, flexible potting compound. It is
designed for use on submersible pump leads and brake coils. It adheres well to frames and lead wires and
is not affected by oils or water. The easy mix ratio reduces waste, and the quick cure time saves hours of
waiting to reassemble and ship.
The Z-TEC putty is a high performance, ceramic filled epoxy putty for the repair, protection and rebuilding of pumps and process equipment. Rapid cure and an easy-to-use mix ratio (1:1 by volume),
combined with excellent chemical, impact and wear resistance, make Z-TEC putty an extremely versatile,
protective, high build system for pump casings, fan blades, impeller blades, valves and other water
circulating equipment. Z-TEC-751 is normally used for the repair of extremely worn or pitted areas in
metal prior to coating with the Z-TEC-753 and Z-TEC-752 systems. It may be ground, sanded, drilled and
tapped, as required. Surface which are to be bonded to must: a) be at least 50 degrees F, b)be structurally
sound, c)be free from grease, oil, moisture or other contaminated and d)contain no more that 40 p.p.m
soluble salts.
ABOUT EASA - As one of the largest events in the industries global calendar, the EASA Convention is
an ideal forum to promote a wide range of electrical products. Besides a terrific location, this year’s
convention offers a host of outstanding sessions and speakers, the industry’s largest display of products
and services, and loads of opportunities to network with fellow members. It all begins with Early Bird
Education Sessions on Saturday afternoon (June 28) before the “official” start on Sunday (June 29).
There’s no extra cost for attending these sessions if you choose a Full Business, Weekend or Education &
Exhibits Package. By the way, the Weekend and Education & Exhibits Packages are excellent values for
technicians and sales people who can’t attend the entire convention.
For additional information about DC Dynamis at the show, Click here
Visit EASA Product Show and Conference website Click here
For additional information on Dynamis new line of epoxies, contact Eric DeGrave / Nadia Vizza or
visit www.dcdynamis.com.
ABOUT DeCara, Inc. dba Dynamis – Epoxy manufacturer based in Florida for over 50 years, Dc
Dynamis is recognized worldwide for its industrial epoxy coatings, adhesive and custom Formulation
resin. DcDynamis strives for quality in its products and services. Dynamis offers a complete line of
epoxies ranging from adhesives, coatings, paint, resins, sealers and compounds from the automobile
industry to the marine, electrical or construction industry. All epoxy products are user-friendly, no blush,
no-sag, no shrinkage, corrosion resistant, fresh water and salt water resistant, custom formulated,
chemical resistant, solvent-free, non-flammable, low/no odor, interior & exterior durability, wear
resistant, weather proof and stain resistant. Dynamis continuously innovates by offering custom epoxy
products to fulfill the most unique needs. Dynamis epoxies are tested under specific conditions before
being released publicly. For more information about Dynamis, please visit www.dcdynamis.com
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